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religious revolutions. Now Catholicism is a religion of authority;
as long as it is the religion of France it is futile to expect any
real move towards political liberty,, for political liberty is un-
realizable in Catholic countries, and your attempts at political
reforms are useless as long as you leave the domination of the
Church unchallenged. 1789, 1815, 1830, 1848 were all doomed
to failure : it is trying to make a hen from the mould of a horse
by changing the metal—the mould wants changing, Catholicism
being unreformable it must be destroyed, and the only way
of destroying it is to set up against it a religion that will under-
mine it at every point. That religion will be based on education,
and its priests will be the teachers of the country; it will be
built up on national unity, hence the need for political central-
ization with which to counteract the ecclesiastical centralization
of the Catholic machine ; it will be rooted in love of the nation,
whereas Catholicism does not really know what patriotism
means: " it remained unmoved in front of the horrors of
invasion in 1792-1793 and by cutting itself off from the sorrows
of France made it clear it was no longer the moral home, the
conscience, the national religion of the country. It may remain
a great sect, it will never again be the soul or religion of France
—this as the result of its own volition."x But until you have
absolutely broken off from Catholicism it is absolutely im-
possible to expect political progress: " Your talk of freedom
in an ideal democracy assumes a previous religious revolution
which every action of yours shows you have no intention of
undertaking."
" Right, truth, freedom, brotherhood, equality are hence-
forward the true kings of the earth, the only rulers that no
physical force will ever overthrow," sang Quinet, in March
1848, in his own name and in that of his colleague, when the
February Revolution had restored him and Michelet to the
chairs from which Guizot had driven them. " An unknown
dawn is rising, it is the first morning of a new universe. Let
us widen our minds, and broaden our hearts to embrace this
people and its sublime destinies. The people have been wiser
than the scholar, the learned, the men who thought light was
1 Christianisme et Revolution frangaise, chap. xv.
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